
How has revenue per
employee changed over

time?

Which manager has
forecasted overtime this

week?

Ask analytic.li

Ask analytic.li

Are any of my locations
top-performing or

struggling?

Which
departments

struggle to keep
employees?

Why is our participation in
benefits decreasing?

Which employees
are driving
overtime?

When was the last time someone burst into your office and asked you a
question turned into a never-ending pivot table project?

Isn't there a better way? Couldn't your time be used more strategically? Shouldn't
you have an assistant to aggregate, make sense of, deliver, and turn all of the
data into the answers you need? Let us introduce you to your virtual workforce
assistant:

analytic.li is a workforce optimization platform that helps businesses be
more productive, more profitable and better to their people by leveraging

insights gained through data analytics.

O P T I M I Z E  Y O U R  W O R K D A Y



Getting your data together isn't enough.  Meaningful
relationships must be created to build the right metrics
and measures.  Here's where the analytic.li data model
comes in, pre-built anticipating your questions around
productivity, efficiency and people.

"Ask analytic.li makes it so much
easier to find answers to
complicated questions that help
our Leadership team improve the
employee experience at Baldor.
The fact that you start typing
what you are looking for and it
gives you suggestions is an added
bonus. It makes building my own
data sets and producing visuals
and trends much faster; helps
make a difference in how people
make decisions about things like
Benefits, Leave, Overtime, and
Retention."

analytic.li is a workforce optimization solution that increases decision velocity for employers driving productivity
and improving employees’ work experience. Employers can act faster on combined labor, operations, human
resources and finance data, and access insights organization-wide through our natural language processing
capability of Ask analytic.li, dashboards, and alerts.

Now, let's make this conversational.  Here's where our
linguistic schema comes in to translate your data fields
into the questions and answers you are looking for. 
Start asking your favorite questions the same way you
would in your favorite search engine.

Your data lives in various source systems, but it's a real
challenge to integrate them. analytic.li pulls data from
your operations, finance, budget, HR, and labor systems.

Ask analytic.li surfaces the results of your questions on the fly. We utilize natural
language processing (NLP) to provide visual representations of the answers you are
looking for about your workforce. Ask analytic.li makes it is easy to interrogate your
data and get meaningful answers to the challenges your business faces every day.
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Ready to think@analytic.li
Let's chat. 844.439.1400

www.analytic.li

WHY WE CAN HELP

Data  Model

Linguistic Schema

Data Sources

HOW IT WORKS

CUSTOMER SUCCESS

Pam Johnson 
 Time & Attendance Supervisor


